Abramoff, Peter  
**Biology**  

Aguilu de Murphy, Raquel  
**Foreign Languages and Literatures**  

Aiken, Ray J.  
**Law**  

Akhter, Syed H.  
**Marketing**  

Algozin, Keith W.  
**Philosophy**  

Allen, Judson Boyce  
**English**  

Anderson, James F.  
**Philosophy**  

Anderson, Paul M.  
**Law**  

Anderson, Thomas C.  
**Philosophy**  
Sartre's Two Ethics: From Authenticity to Integral Humanity. La Salle, IL: Open Court Press, 1993.  

Anderson, William Arnold Douglas  
**Synopsis of Pathology**. St. Louis: C. V. Mosby, 1952.  

Anzivino, Ralph C.  
**Law**  
Archer, Jerome W.

**English**


Arnett, Ronald C.

**Communication (Interpersonal Communications)**


Arnold, James W.

**Communication**


Ashmore, Robert B.

**Philosophy**


Asp, Carolyn

**English**


Augenstein, John J.

**Education**


Avella, Steven M.

**History**

Editor, Milwaukee Catholicism: Essays on Church and Community. Milwaukee: Knights of Columbus. 1991.


Azuola, Eduardo


Badaracco, Claire M.

**Communication**


Ball, Alan M.

**History**


Banyai, A. L.


Bardwell, Rebecca

**Education**
Barkow, Arthur G.

Physics


Barnes, Alison P.

Law


Barnes, Michael Rene

Theology


Baroni, Mary A.

Nursing


Barr, Robert J.

Economics


Basquin, Kit

Haggerty Museum of Art


Bates, Milton J.

English


Belknap, Elton L.

Medical School


Beach, John D.

Philosophy


Beall, Stephen

Foreign Languages & Literature


Beck, O.S.F., Mary Bernice

Nursing

A Study of Content and Achievement in the Material Medical Course. Washington, DC: Catholic University of America, 1935.


Beckman, Harry

Medical School

Treatment in General Practice. Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders, 1930, 4th ed. 1942

*El Tratamiento Medico en la Practica General.* Espasa-Calpe, 1933.


Belger, Mary Josita

Faculty Authors, Editors and Translators of Books


**Baxter, Bill L.**

Communications


**Bergstrom, William M.**

Accounting


Berkowitz, Marvin W.

Psychology


**Berman, S. Sue**

Speech Pathology and Audiology


**Betten, S.J., Francis Sales**

History


**Betz, Hans Georg**

Political Science


**Bhatnagar, Subhash C.**

Speech Pathology and Audiology


**Bicha, Karel D.**

History


**Bigane, John E.**

Theology, Ph.D. '79


**Blinka, Daniel D.**

Law


**Block, Jr., Edwin F.**  
*English*  

**Blount, Walter P.**  
*Medicine*  

**Blum, S.J., Virgil C.**  
*Political Science*  
*Catholic Education Survival or Demise?*. Chicago: Argus Communication Co., 1969.  

**Bodden, Mary-Catharine**  
*English*  

**Boden, Robert F.**  
*Law*  

**Boles, Janet K.**  
*Political Science*  

**Boly, John**  
*English*  

**Booth, Douglas E.**  
*Economics*  

**Bouscaren, Anthony T.**  
*Political Science*  

**Bovee, Warren G.**  
*Communication*
Faculty Authors, Editors and Translators of Books


Boyd, Robert F.
Medicine (Physical)


Boyle, S.J., Robert
English


Bracken, S.J., Joseph A.
Theology

Bracy, Warren
Law
Evidence Cases and Problems.

Brennan, William Eugene
English

Breunig, S.J., Jerome E.
English


Briggs, Steven

Bronikowski, Thomas A.
Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer Science

Brookshear, J. Glenn
Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer Science


Brown, Virginius Elholm
Medicine

Brown, Clarence A.
English


Brownlee, Ralph E.
Marketing; Business Administration '47
Customer Service in Milwaukee Department Stores. Milwaukee, 1951


Bryk, Andrzej
Bradley Institute for Democracy and Public Values

Buckholdt, David R.
Social and Cultural Sciences


Burns, Mary Ann T.
Foreign Languages and Literatures

**Burns, S.J., Patrick J.**

**Theology**


**Burrowes, S.J., Alexander J.**

**President 1900-**

_The Study of Latin and Greek_. 1900.

**Bustamente, R. A.**

**Medicine**


**Byrne, James A.**

**Education**


**Byrne, Paul M.**

**Philosophy**


**Cady, Barbara**


**Caldwell, S.J., Thomas A.**

**Theology**


**Calkins, Francis J.**

**Finance**


**Canton, Wilberto**


**Carey, Eben James**

**Medicine**

Medical Science Exhibits: A Century of Progress, Chicago World's Fair, 1933 and 1934, Medicine, Surgery, Pharmacy, Dentistry, Nursing, Hospitals, Veterinary Medicine. 1936.


**Carey, Patrick W.**

**Theology**


_The Roman Catholics in America_. Westport, CT: Praeger, 1996.


**Carrillo, Germán D.**

**Foreign Languages and Literatures**


**Carroll, S.J., Joseph F.**

**Physics**


**Carter, Curtis L.**

**Haggerty Museum of Art**


**Carter, Nancy M.**

**Marketing/Management**
Faculty Authors, Editors and Translators of Books


Cartz, Louis
Mechanical and Industrial Engineering

Casper, Henry Weber
History

Ceaser, James W.
Bradley Institute for Democracy and Public Values

Chang, K. H.

Chappell, Virginia A.
English

Cherayil, George D.
Medicine (Pathology)

Christensen, Peter G.
English

Clancy, Martin J.

Coffey, David
Theology


Collingwood, Francis J.
Philosophy

Cooke, S.J., Bernard J.
Theology

Copus, S.J., John Edwin
Communication (Journalism)
A Son of Siro. 1910.
Tom Laseley: Boy.
The Making of Mort Lake.
Saint Cuthbert's.
Henry Russell.
As Gold in the Furnace.

Corliss, George F.
Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer Science


**Corman, Calvin**  
**Law**  

**Cote, Rodger A.**  

**Cotton, John L.**  
**Management**  

**Craig, Robert C.**  
**Education**  

**Curtis, Jack H.**  
**Sociology**  

**Dabney, D. Lyle**  
**Theology**  

**Daniels, Joseph P.**  
**Economics**  


**Danner, Peter L.**  
**Economics**  

**Darnell, Rezneat M.**  
**Biology**  
*Sex Ratios in Aquatic Animals*. Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders.

**Darnieder, Francois A.**  
**Law**  
*1944 Cumulative Pocket Parts*. St. Paul, MN: West, 1944

**Davies-Cordova, Sarah**  
**Foreign Languages and Literatures**  

**Davis, Jr., John Bryan**  
**Economics**  
Faculty Authors, Editors and Translators of Books


DeRoche, Edward F.

*Education*


Deshpande, Madhukar G.

*Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Sciences*


Devaney, Anne C.

*Alumni Memorial Union*


Devine, S.J., Thomas F.

*Economics*


Distler, S.J., Paul F.

*Foreign Languages and Literatures*


Doherty, Dennis

*Theology*

Donnelly, S.J., Joseph P.  

History  


Donohoo, Robert D.  

Law  

Donovan, George Francis  

Education  


Dooley, S.J., William E.  

Philosophy  

Drummond, S.J., Edward J.  

English  

Duffey, Michael K.  

Theology  


Duffey, William R.  

Speech  


Dufour, Robert A.  

Communication (Journalism)  
Don't Read that Book--Fleshurize it First. Foresman, 1955.
Dupuis, Adrian M.

**Education**


Edwards, Richard A.

**Theology '75**


Egan, Keith J.

**Theology**


Ellerman, Barbara

**Education**


Elliot, William R.

**Communication**


Ellis, S.J., A. C.

**Theology**


Engstrom, W. W.

**Medicine (Internal)**

*Metabolic Disorders in Medical Emergencies & Diagnosis and Treatment.* F.A. Davis Co., 1955.

Eterovich, Francis


Evans, Everett F.


Fagin, Barry

**Psychology**


Faherty, Keith F.

**Civil and Environmental Engineering**


Fahey, S.J., Michael A.

**Theology**


Farmer, Kenneth C.

**Political Science**


Farkas, Mary Ann

**Social & Cultural Sciences**


Faverty, Frederic Everett

**English**


Federspiel, Matthew E.

**Dentistry**


Feenstra, Ronald J.
Faculty Authors, Editors and Translators of Books

**Theology**


**Fehr, S.J., Wayne Leroy**


**Fehring, Richard J.**


**Fernan-Nunez, Marcos**

*Medical (Pathology/Bacteriology)*


*Medical Bacteriology and Clinical Pathology*. Milwaukee: Marquette University Press, 1937.

*Medical Bacteriology and Clinical Parasitology*. Milwaukee: Marquette University Press, 1942.

**Finn, S.J., Edward E.**

*Theology*


*First and Last Appearance*.

**Firer-Hinze, Christine**

*Theology*


**Fisher, Mercedes M.**

*Education*

*Teaching Nutrition, Exercise and Weight Control to the Moderately/Mildly Handicapped*. Dubuque, IA: Kendall Hunt, 1996.

**Fisk, Emma L.**

*Biology*


**Fitzgerald, William A.**

*Education*


**Fitzpatrick, Edward A.**

*Education*


*The Life of the Soul*. Milwaukee: Bruce, 1931.

*A Curriculum in Religion*. Milwaukee: Bruce, 1931.

Editor, *The Highway to God*. Milwaukee: Bruce, 1933.


*We Pray the Mass*. Milwaukee: Bruce, 1936.


*Conscription in America: A Study of Conscription in a Democracy*. Milwaukee: Richard, 1940.


**Flahive, Robert F.**

*Education*


**Fleet, Michael H.**

*Political Science*


**Fox, Robert A.**

*Education*


**Franklin, Jacob B.**

**Dentistry**


**Franzoi, Steven L.**

**Psychology**


**Fredge, Frederique**

*There we were again!* New York: W.W. Norton, 1966.

*Cooking Round the World with a Wooden Spoon*. Garden City, NY: Doubleday Press, 1965

**Freedman, Robert Owen**

**Political Science**


**Friedman, Harry A.**

**Communication (Journalism)'29**


**Friedrich, S.J., Lawrence William**

**Physics**


**Friesen, Stanley R.**


**Friman, H. Richard**

**Political Science**


**Gaboury, S.S.D., Antonio**

**Theology**


**Ganss, S.J., George E.**

**Classics**


**Gardinier, David E.**

**History**


Gardner, Weston D.

Garrison, K.

Gassert, S.J., Robert G.
Theology

Gast, Walter

Gawronski, S.J., Raymond
Theology

Gelpi, Donald L.

German, S.J., Terence J.
Theology

Gerstein, Harold
Dentistry

Ghiardi, James D.
Law

Wisconsin Personal Injury Damages. Wilmette, IL: Callaghan.

Gill, Norman N.
Bradley Institute for Democracy and Public Values

Gillespie, Margaret C.
Education

Gillespie, Michael P.
English

Gillespie, Paula F.
English


**Girard, Marguerite Mathilde**


**Gisen, John**

*Biology*

*Laboratory manual for General Biology and Fundamental Embryology*. Milwaukee: Bruce, 1924.

*Backgrounds of Biology*. Milwaukee: Bruce, 1929.

**Goldin, Owen**

*Philosophy*


**Goldzwig, Steven R.**

*Communication*


**Golitzin, Alexander G.**

*Theology*


**González-Pérez, Armando**

*Foreign Languages and Literatures*


**Gordon, B. L.**

*Medicine*


**Gosavi, V. J.**

*Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science*


**Grace, William Joseph**

*Pharmacology*


**Grahn, Lance Raymond**

*History*


**Grange, William**

*Communication*

Greenstreet, Karen E  
Political Science  

Gregson, Vernon  

Grenig, Jay E.  
Law  

Griesbach, Marc F.  
Philosophy  

Griffin, Robert J.  
Communication  

Grych, John H.  
Psychology  

Guastello, Stephen J.  
Psychology  

Gubrium, Jaber F.  
Social and Cultural Sciences  

Guzie, S. J., Tad W.  
Theology  

Hachey, Thomas E.  
History  
Faculty Authors, Editors and Translators of Books


---

**Hagen, Kenneth George**

**Theology**


*Hebrews Commenting from Erasmus to Beze,* 1516-1598. Tubingen: Mohr, 1981.


*Luther's Approach to Scripture as seen in his "Commentaries" on Galatians 1519-1539.* Tubingen: Mohr, 1993.


---

**Hall, M.D., Bernard H.**

**Medicine**


---

**Hamilton, S.J., Raphael N.**
Hanlon, James


Hanneken, Clemens Bernard
Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer Science


Harding, Arthur Leon


Harkness, David W.

Bradley Institute for Democracy and Public Values


Harris, Douglas
Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer Science


Harris, Gerald F.

Biomedical Engineering


Harrison, Stanley H.

Philosophy


Hartbauer, Roy E.

Speech Pathology and Audiology


Hathaway, Heather A.

English


Haughey, John C.

Theology


Haukohl, Robert S.


Hauser, Stephen K.

History


Havice, Michael J.

Communication (Broadcast)


Hay, Carla H.

History


Associate editor, Trading Post to Metropolis: Milwaukee County's First 150 Years. Milwaukee County Historical Society, 1987.


Hellman, Hugo E.

Communication (Speech)


Votes for Youth. Milwaukee: Varsity Debate Researchers, 1944.


How to Debate Federal Aid to Education. Milwaukee: Marquette University Press, 1956.


Faculty Authors, Editors and Translators of Books


Hellmuth, George A.
Medicine

Hemmer, Robert A.
Foreign Languages and Literatures

Hennessey, Jean
Nursing

Hills, Julian V.
Theology

Hinze, Bradford E.
Theology


Hirthe, Walter M.
Mechanical and Industrial Engineering

Hoar, Roger Sherman
Mathematics

Hoerber, Frances P.

Hoerl, Bryan G.
Dentistry

Hoehler, Diane L.
English

Hoffman, Norman E.
Chemistry

Hohl, H.

Holmes, Parker M.
Marketing
Holstein, James A.
Social and Cultural Sciences

Hoye, William J.
Bradley Institute for Democracy and Public Values

Hribal, C. J.
English

Hsia, Ronald
Economics

Hubbard, Francis A.

Ishii, Thomas K.
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Ivanoff, John M.
Education
Jablonsky, Thomas J.
Institute for Urban Life


Johannes, John R.
Political Science


Johnson, Claudia L.
English


Jones, John D.
Philosophy


Jones, Peter R.
Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer Science


Jones, Richard S.
Social/Cultural Sciences


Joseph, C. D.


Joseph, Michael P.
Psychology

Faculty and Student Opinionaires. Westmont College Press, 1962.

Joshi, Shrinivas G.

Electrical & Computer Engineering


Jurjevich, Ratibor-Ray M.


Kaimann, Richard A.
Management


Kainz, Howard P.
Philosophy

Co-Editor, The Legacy of Hegel. Nijhoff, 1973
Translated and Annotated Selections from Hegel's
Phenomenology of Spirit: Bilingual Edition with Commentary.

G.W.F Hegel: The Philosophical System. New York:
Macmillan/Twayne, 1996.

An Introduction to Hegel: The Stages of Modern Philosophy.

Kantor, Harry
Political Science


The Ideology and Program of the Peruvian Aprista Movement.


Patterns of Politics and Political Systems in Latin America.


Karkheck, John
Physics

Karl, Hermann L.
Chemistry

Kassowitz, Karl E.
Pediatrics

Kaye, Norman Joseph
Management, BA ’48

Keating, Lawrence A.

Keaveny, Timothy J.
Management

Keefe, S.J., Donald J.
Theology
Covenantal Theology: The Eucharistic Order of History.

Kehoe, Alice B.
Social and Cultural Sciences


Keith, Michael C.
Communication

Kelly, S.J., William J.
Theology


Kendzierski, Lottie H.
Philosophy


**Kidera, Robert A.**

**Communication (Journalism)**


**Kimball, William L.**


**Kingston, A.**


**Kinsler, Jeffrey S.**

**Law**


**Kircher, John J.**

**Law**


**Kittsley, Scott L.**

**Chemistry**


**Klement, Frank L.**

**History**


**Lincoln's Critics: the Copperheads of the North.** Shippensburg, PA: White Mane, 1999.

**Klitzke, Ramon A.**

**Law**


**Kloth, Luther C.**

**Physical Therapy**


**Knudten, Richard D.**

**Social and Cultural Sciences**


**Kofas, Jon V.**

**History**


**Konnert, William**


**Kortendick, James Joseph**


Korth, S.J., Eugene H.

History

Modern European History. St. Louis, MO: St. Louis University Press, 1944.


Korth, S.J., Francis N.

Theology


Korthy, Agnes L.

Medicine

Co-author, New Cutting and Mounting Techniques for the Preparation of Macrosections in Pathology. VA Administration Hospital, 1962.


Kory, Ross C.

Medicine


Kovach, Christine R.

Nursing


Kovrig, Bela

Sociology


Kraemer, Jeanette R.

Foreign Languages and Literatures


Krejci, Janet Wessel

Nursing


Kremer, John


Krueger, Christine L.

English


Krumberger, Joanne M.

Nursing


Kruyne, Jacobus.


Kuemmel, David A.

Civil and Environmental Engineering


Kurz, S.J., William S.

Theology


Kuzma, Joseph F.  
**Medicine**  
*Breast.* St. Louis: C.V. Mosby Company, 1957

Laczniak, Gene R.  
**Marketing**  

Lafouge, Jean-Pierre  
**Foreign Languages and Literatures**  

Laine, Joseph B.  
**Communication (Speech)**  

Lambrecht, Jan  

Lammers, William M.  
**Communication (Speech)** BA '22, MA, '23, Ph.D. '29  
*Oh Uncle.* Catholic Dramatic Company, 1929.  
*Rod Haskins.* Bensiger Brothers, 1932.  
*Joe McGuire, Freshman.* Milwaukee: Bruce, 1932.  
*Bill and His Friends.* Milwaukee: Bruce, 1934.  

Langner, Adolph  

Lapp, John A.  
**English**  

Larks, Saul D.  
**Electrical and Computer Engineering**  

LeBlanc, Lawrence J.  
**Political Science**  


Lee, Hong Yung
Political Science

Leslie, Lauren
Education

Levine, E. R.
Medicine

Lewis, Richard O.
Educational Opportunity Program

Lienhard, S.J., Joseph T.
Theology

Linville, Sue Ellen
Speech Pathology & Audiology

Lorenzi, Peter A.
Management

Low, Alfred D.
History

Lueger, Robert J.
Psychology

Luteyn, Peter
Mathematics Statistics and Computer Sciences

Machan, Timothy W.
English

**Maguire, Daniel C.**  
*Theology*  

**Mannes, Marya**  

**Manning, Clarence Augustus**  

**Marburg, Theodore F.**  
*Economics*  

**Margenau, Henry**  

**Marino, Peter A.**  
*Foreign Languages and Literatures*  

**Markoe, S.J., John P.**  

**Markowitz, William**  
*Physics*  

**Marten, James A.**  
*History*  

**Masson, Robert L.**  
*Theology*  

**Matar, Joseph E.**  
*Mechanical and Industrial Engineering*  

**McCabe, S.J., William H.**  
*English*  

**McCaffrey, Lawrence John**  
*History*  
McCall, Raymond Joseph
Psychology

McCanles, Michael F.
English

McCarthy, S.J., Raphael C.
Education
Training the Adolescent. Milwaukee: Bruce, 1934.
Safeguarding Mental Health. New York: Bruce, 1937.

McChrystal, J. A.
History
A Philosophical Interpretation of European History from 1500-1914. New York: Oxford University Press.

McCormick, Barrett L.
Political Science

McCormick, S.J., John F.
Philosophy

McDermott, John Francis

McDonald, Arthur S.
Education

McDonald, Donald
Communication (Journalism)

McElroy, Elam E.

McElwee, Terence P.
Office of Research and Sponsored Programs

McGee, Joseph William
Social and Cultural Sciences

McInnis, Kathleen M.
Social and Cultural Sciences

McJunkin, Frank Adam
McKenna, J. Walter

Law

McLane, Audrey M.

Nursing

McLaughlin, S.J., J. A.

Philosophy

McManus, Kathleen H.

Law

McMenamy, Francis Xavier

*Eight-day Retreat: Based on the Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius*. Milwaukee: Bruce, 1956.

Menge, Edward John

Biology (Zoology)
*The Beginning of Science, Biologically and Psychologically Considered*. Boston: Badger, 1918.
*Jobs for the College Graduate in Science*. 1931.

Metz, Donald L.

Social and Cultural Sciences

Metz, Mary Haywood

Social and Cultural Sciences

Meyer, Gary

Communication

Mielke, David E.

Accounting

Miller, Gale E.

Social and Cultural Sciences

Miller, Judith A.

Nursing

Miller, Kenneth E.

Chemistry
Faculty Authors, Editors and Translators of Books


Miller, William D.
History
Mephis During the Progressive Era, 1900-1917. Memphis: Memphis State University, 1957.

Millington, W. F.
Biology

Miner, Lynn E.
Office of Research and Sponsored Programs

Misner, Paul
Theology


Mitchell, Roger S.
English

Moberg, David O.
Social and Cultural Sciences


Moberly, Robert B.

Mohlkenrich, Janice C.
Memorial Library

Moloney, Michael F.
English

Montiel, Isidoro
Foreign Languages and Literatures

Moore, OSB, Sebastian
Theology

Morgan, S.J., Everett J.
Philosophy

Mountin, Susan M.
University Ministry

Mulholland, John H.
Medicine

Muller, S.J., Earl C.
Theology

Mundel, Marvin E.
Management

Mundie, Paul J.

Social Sciences
Introductory Sociology. Edwards Brothers, 1930.

Murphy, Francis D.
Medicine
Diagnosis and Treatment of Acute Medical Disorders. Philadelphia: F.A. Davis Co., 1944.

Murphy, Sharon M.
Communication BA ’65
Co-author, Screen Experience: An Approach to Film. 1968.

Murray, S.J., Michael V.
Philosophy

Muschalek, S.J., Georg
Theology


Nakamoto, Kazuo
Chemistry


Nard, Craig Allen

Law


Naylor, Phillip C.

History


Neidt, C. O.


Neumann, Donald A.

Physical Therapy


Nicholson, Joseph W.

Management

County Purchasing. National Association of Purchasing Agents, 1940.

Nilles, Camilla J.

Foreign Languages and Literatures


Nordberg, Robert B.

Education


Nosse, Larry J.

Physical Therapy


Nourzad, Farrokh

Economics


Novotny, Vladimir

Civil and Environmental Engineering


Nugent, Margaret Latus

Bradley Institute for Democracy and Public Values


O’Brien, Cyril C.

Education


O’Brien, Timothy J.

Political Science


O’Flaherty, Vincent M.

Philosophy


How to Cure Scruples. Milwaukee: Bruce, 1966.


Oh, John Kie-chiang  
Political Science  

Olson, Oliver K.  
Theology  

Olson, Gregory A.  
Communication Studies  

O’Malley, Joseph J.  
Philosophy  

Ommen, Thomas B.  

O’Neil, Charles J.  
Philosophy  

St. Thomas Aquinas, on the Truth of the Catholic Faith, Book IV. New York: Doubleday, 1957  
An Etienne Gilson Tribute, 1959.

O’Sullivan, Jeremiah L.  
Communication (Journalism)  

Pace Jeansonne, Sharon  
Theology  

Palermo, M.D., George B.  
Criminology and Law Studies  

Pappanastos, Georgia  
Foreign Languages and Literatures  

Parr, Mary  

Pasero, Anne M.  
Foreign Languages and Literatures  

Peanasky, Robert J.  
Chemistry (Biochemistry)  

Pedrotti, S.J., Frank L.  
Physics  

Perry, S.J., James C.  
Biology  


Peterman, Mynie G.  
Pediatrics

**Peterson, Jack E.**

**Civil and Environmental Engineering**


**Peterson, John C.**


**Pettit, Harvey P.**

**Mathematics Statistics and Computer Science**


**Phayer, J. Michael**

**History**


**Pick, John**

**English**


**Piderit, S.J., John J.**

**President's Office**


**Pink, William**

**Education**


**Port, Kenneth L.**

**Law**


**Powers, Anne**

**Communication (Journalism)**

*Rogue's Honor (Ride East! Ride West!) A Romance of the Hundred Years' War*. Garden City, N.Y.: Permabooks, 1947, 1952


**Prucha, S.J., Francis Paul**

**History**


Faculty Authors, Editors and Translators of Books


Purcell, James M. English

Pyle, J. Freeman
Business Administration

Quade, Quentin L. Political Science

Quesnell, S.J., Quentin Theology
This Good News. Milwaukee: Bruce, 1966.

Quevedo, Walter C. Biology, MA '53

Quick, Armand James Medical School
Faculty Authors, Editors and Translators of Books


Ratcliffe, Krista
English

Ready, William Bernard
Library
The Great Disciple; and Other Stories. Milwaukee: Bruce, 1951.
The Tolkien Relation; A Personal Inquiry. Chicago: Regnery, 1968.

Reedy, George E.
Communication

Reidel, Susan A.
Electrical & Computer Engineering

Reising, Russell J.
English

Rheeams, Annie E.
Education

Rhodes, James M.
Political Science

Rice, Lee C.
Philosophy

Riedel, Susan A.
Electrical and Computer Engineering


**Riedl, John O.**

**Philosophy**


**Rivero, Albert J.**

**English**


**Robb, James H.**

**Philosophy**


**Robinson, Richard K.**

**Marketing**


**Roby, Robert C.**

**English**


**Rockwell, Mabel K.M.**


**Roets, S.J., Perry J.**

**Management**


**Rooney, John William**

**History**


**Rosenbaum, Francis F.**

**Medical School**


**Ross, Albion**

**Communication (Journalism)**


**Ross, Donald K.**

**Communication (Journalism)**


**Ross, Steven C.**

**Management**


**Rossi, S.J., Phillip J.**

**Theology**


Roucek, Joseph Slabey


Rousseau, Laurier Gerard

Modern Languages and Literatures


Rousseau, Mary F.

Philosophy


Ruff, Julius R.

History


Ruitenburg, Wim B.

Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer Science


Runkel, Phillip M.

Memorial Library


Ryan, Michael D.

Chemistry


Ryba, Alexander J.

Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer Science


Rycenga, John A.

English


Ryge, Gunnar

Dentistry


Salsini, Paul

Journalism


Sancs, Jr., Anthony

Biomedical Engineering


Faculty Authors, Editors and Translators of Books

Scanlon, Charles L.

Foreign Languages and Literatures

*Spanish Conversation and Composition*. Harper and Brothers, 1937.


Co-author, *A Basic Vocabulary French Reader*. Milwaukee: Bruce, 1940.


Schmidt, Leo A.

Accounting


*Bookkeeping–Accounting*. Pergande, 1934.


Schmitt, John J.

Theology


Schneider, Andrea K.

Law


Schneider, Susan

Electrical & Computer Engineering


Schrader, David M.

Chemistry


Schram, Glenn N

Political Science


Schwartz, Joseph

English


Schwartz, Sally

History


Schweizer, Heidi

Education


Scotton, James F.

Communication


Scrimshaw, Stewart

Management (Industrial Relations)


Seib, Philip M.

Communication


Seitz, Reynolds C.

Law
Semrad, Alice M.
Medical Technology

Sharma, Prem S.
Dentistry

Sheehan, S.J., John F. X.
Theology

Sheets, S.J., John R.
Theology

Sheikh, Anees A.
Psychology

Sherburne, S. J., Richard
Foreign Languages and Literatures

Sherman, Gary E.

Shimonjak, Wasyl
Education

Shindell, Sidney

Shuter, Robert M.
Communication

Siebenlist, Kevin R.
Basic Health Sciences

Sievers, Gale

Silverman, Franklin H.
Speech Pathology and Audiology


Simmons, Edward Dwyer
Philosophy

Editor, Essays on Knowledge and Methodology. Milwaukee: Cook, 1965.

Skelley, S.J., Michael
Theology

Skinner, Charles H.
Physics
Laboratory Notes for Students in Physics. Edwards Brothers, 1928, 1930.


Sklenicka, Carol
English

Slocum, Robert B.
Theology

Smal-Stocki, Roman S.
History
Slavs and Teutons: The Oldest Germanic-Slavic Relations. Milwaukee: Bruce, 1950.


Smeeton, C. Brooks
Marketing


Smiley, W. Gene
Economics

Smith, Cyril E.
History

Smith, S.J., Gerard
Philosophy


Etienne Gilson Tribute. 1959.


Snow, Nancy Ellen
Philosophy

Soto-Ruiz, Luis
Foreign Languages and Literatures


---

**Spalatin, Christopher**

*Foreign Languages and Literatures*


---

**Spalding, S.J., Henry Stanislaus**

*Vice President*


*The Sheriff of Beach Fork*. NY, 1903.

*The Race for Copper Island*. NY, 1905.


*The Sugar Camp and After*. NY, 1912.

*Talks to Nurses: The Ethics of Nursing*. New York: Benziger, 1920


---

**Sperry, Leonard T.**

*Education*


---

**Starr, William C.**

*Philosophy*


---

**Staudacher, Joseph M.**

*Communication (Speech)*


---

**Stearns, Timothy M.**

*Management*


---

**Steeves, Frank L.**

*Education*


---

**Stephens, James W.**

*English*


---

**Sterk, Helen M.**

*Communication*


---

**Stockhausen, Carol L.**

*Theology (BA, ’69, Ph.D., ’84)*


---

**Stoddard, Frederick Jackson**  
**Medicine**


**Stoffels, John D.**  
**Accounting**


**Sullivan, Maureen**  
**English**


**Swindle, P. F.**  
**Medical School**

*Quantum Reactions and Association.* The Gorham Press, 1922.

**Swokowski, Earl W.**  
**Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer Science**


**Tallmadge, G. Kasten**  
**Medicine (History of)**


**Tallon, Andrew F.**  
**Philosophy**


**Taylor, Ransom**  
**Foreign Languages and Literatures**


**Taylor, Richard C.**  
**Philosophy**


**Teske, S.J., Roland J.**
Philosophy


Thale, Jerome

English


Theoharis, Athan G.

History


Thomas, P. M.


Thomas, Raju G. C.

Political Science


Faculty Authors, Editors and Translators of Books


Thompson, Thomas L.
Theology

Thomson, Robert G.
Biology

Thorn, William J.
Communication

Topetzes, Nick J.
Education

Toumanoff, Peter G.
Economics

Towers, Lawrence A.
Law

Treacy, John P.
Education
Kids Are Not All the Same. Menomonee Falls, WI: Parish, 1962.
How to Help the Underachiever. Menomonee Falls, WI; Parish, 1962.

Trifilo, S. Samuel
Foreign Languages and Literatures

Tsagaris, T. J.

Turner, Lynn H.
Communication
Faculty Authors, Editors and Translators of Books


**Ulanov, Barry**

*English*


**Vacarro, Louis C.**

*Engineering*


**Vande Vusse, Leona**

*History*


**Vander Beke, George E.**

*Education*


Co-author, *A Basic Vocabulary French Reader*. Milwaukee: Bruce, 1940.

**Vandevelde, Pol G.**

*Philosophy*


**Vaske, S.J., Martin O.**

*Philosophy*


**Vater, Michael G.**

*Philosophy*


**Velleman, Barry L.**

*Foreign Languages and Literatures*


**Volgyes, Ivan**


**Vollert, S.J., Cyril O.**

*Theology*


**Wade, S.J., Francis C.**

*Philosophy*


**Waldman, Eric J.**

*Political Science*

Faculty Authors, Editors and Translators of Books


**Spartakus: Der Aufstand vom 1919 und die Krise der Deutschen Sozialistischen Bewegung.** Boppard am Rhein: H. Boldt, 1967.

**Wallach, Luitpold**

**History**


**Walling, S.J., Gerald C.**

**Communication (Theater)**


**Walsh, R. Brian**


**Watland, C. D.**


**Waxman, Michael P.**

**Law**


**Weber, Ralph E.**

**History**


**Weber, Robert C.**

**Mechanical and Industrial Engineering**


**Weil, James E.**

**Social and Cultural Sciences**


**Wells, Carolyn C.**

**Social and Cultural Sciences**


**Widera, G.E.O.**

**Mechanical and Industrial Engineering**

**Wierzbicki, Michael J.**

**Psychology**


**Wild, S.J., Robert A.**

**Theology**

*The Known Isis-Sarapis Sanctuaries of the Roman Period*. Berlin: Degruyter, 1984


**Wilkie, Charles A.**

**Chemistry**


**Willet, Alfred P.**


**Williams, Edward J.**


**Williams, Phoebe Weaver**

**Law**


**Wilson, Howard**

**Management**


**Winters, J. M.**

**Law**


**Wiseman, Christine M.**

**Law**


**Wolfe, Christopher F.**

**Political Science**


**Wreen, Michael J.**

**Philosophy**


**Wu, Juan-Li**

**Economics**


**Yaz, Edwin E.**

**Electrical and Computer Engineering**


**Zedler, Beatrice H.**

**Philosophy**

FacultAuthor, Editors and Translators of Books


Zeit, Walter
Medicine (Anatomy)
On the Striations of Muscle Tissue. Lisbon: Arquivo de Anatomia e Antropologia, 1940.

Zeps, S.J., Michael J.
History

Ziegler, Michael R.
Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer Science


Zimny, George H.
Education


Zitta, Victor
Political Science


Zollitsch, Herbert G.
Management


Zollmann, Carl
Law
Church and School in the American Law. Concordia Publishing House, 1918
Government Control Of Aircraft
Co-Editor, Bishop on Criminal Law, 9th ed. Chicago: T. H. Flood, 1923
Co-editor, A Treatise on Criminal Law. Indianapolis, IN: Bobbs-Merrill Co., 1923
American Law of Charities. Milwaukee: Bruce, 1924
The Law of the Air. Milwaukee: Bruce, 1927.
A Treatise on the Modern Law of Real Property and Other Interests in Land. Chicago: Callaghan, 1940

Zupko, Ronald E.
History